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Oxford 

"Soviet Communilarianism" and the Socially
Constilulcd Individual 

One of the mosl pervasive beliefs eneounlered in 
the human sciences is the idea that each individual 
owes his or her exislence to socicly, that our pcrsonali• 
ties, needs and wants arc nurtured and susuined by the 
communities in which we live. This idea, however, is 
as elusive as it is ubiquitous. It is hard to make sense of 
the social nature of our being without appearing either 
lo be labouring something so obvious and focontrovcr
tiblc as to be empty of methodological significance, or 
to be advancing a thesis so radical as lo threaten the 
very possibility of human individuality and sclf
dctcrmination. The great achicvcmenl of the Sovicl 
intellectual tradition of which Evald llycnkov is part is 
Iha! it offers a powerful account of cxaclly in what 
sense man is a social being. I'll begin by characlcrising 
the central ideas of this Soviel tradition, and raising a 
powerful objection aimed al one of the tradition's mosl 
attractive features: its theory of the mind. Then, by 
drawing on llycnkov's ideas, I hope to show how this 
theory can be defended from this objection, and 
defended in a way which leaves us with a compelling 
theory of man as a socially constituted being. 

llycnkov is a member of a school of Soviel 
Marxism which first emerged in the fertile years or the 
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I920's and 1930's, particularly in Lhe seminal work of 
Vygotsky, and also Voloshinov (and/or Bakhtin). It 
was preserved through Lhc tumult of the Stalin period, 
principally by psychologists of the so-called "Vygotsky 

.-school." In the rejuvenation of the Sovicl intellectual 
iifc after Stalin it acquired some impressive new 
exponents, of whom llyenkov is the most distinguished 
philosopher. In the Iauer half of his career, Ilycnkov 
was adopted by the psychologists of the Vygotsky 
school as their philosophical mentor. There is no satis
faclory name for this tradition, so I'll refer lo it here as 
the "communitarian tradition" in Soviet L11oughL The 
term "communitarian" al least marks the resolute anti
fodividualism of the tradition, its rccogniLion that we, 
in some strong sense, owe our very humanity Lo the 
communities in which we live our lives. 

Although il's difficull to generalise across the 
tradition as a whole, I think we can isolate four inlcrre
lated theoretical insights which all Soviel communitari
ans endorse (al leasl under some interpretation): 
(J) The mental life of the human individual exists in 
the forms of its expression. Thal is, the higher mental 
functions which constitute human consciousness are 
essentially embodied in, or mediated by, language (in 
the broadest possible sense of the term). By "higher 
mental functions" Soviet communitarians mean mental 
capacities like thinking, believing, remembering, wish
ing, desiring, hoping, imagining, and so on. These 
capacities, in their most highly developed form, consti
tute an interrelated system of mental functions which 
only humans cxhibiL 
(2) Language is an essentially social phenomenon, in at 
least this sense, that the possibility of language presup
poses the existence of a socially-forged communicative 
medium: a set of shared social meanings against which 
alone any communicative act has its reality. 
(3) This set of "shared social meanings" represents a 
culture. Cultures are real phenomena which are consti
tuted by socially significant forms of activity of a com
munity: cultures objectively exist in the form of social 
practices. 
(4) It is only through the appropriation of such socially 
significant forms of activity that the human child 
becomes capable of the higher mental functions. The 
child's mind is formed Lhrough his/her inauguration 
inlO a culture. 

These four insights already appear to offer the 
basis of an argument thal we arc socially constituted 
beings. For if language is the living actuality of 
thought, and language presupposes a socially 
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constructed phenomenon--a culture, then it must in 
some sense be true that the menlal life of the individual 
has its being only in a social context However, the 
insights themselves arc only the bare bones of this 
argument its premises and conclusion remain horribly 
vague. M I've presented them, the insights tell us that 
consciousness, culture and language arc interrelated, 
but they don't tell us exactly how. For example, the 
term "essentially" in (I) and (2) is unclear. When we 
say that consciousness is "essentially embodied in 
language" do we mean that the mind necessarily exists 
in the forms of its expression, that is, that it could not 
exist otherwise? Or do we mean something weaker • 
that, say, as a matter of psychological fact, our mental 
states arc always, or almost always, formed in 
language? So, (I) - (4) need lO be developed, if they 
are to be turned into a theory of the socially constituted 
individual. 

Someone might wonder whether l11ese insights 
arc not insightful enough as they stand without subject
ing them to rigorous conceptual clarification. How
ever, one reason why we should care about exactly 
what these insights amount 10 is that they appear to 
offer a potentially innovative and distinctive model for 
the study of communication as an interdisciplinc. For if 
our mental lives arc lived only in society through their 
expression in socially-mediated communicative prac
tices, then the domains of psychology, sociology and 
language studies (in all their multidimensionality) will 
become intrinsically interwoven. But just how these 
disciplines are interwoven will depend on exactly how 
mind, culture and language arc interrelated. So, the 
more precise our understanding of (1) - (4), the clearer 
we shall be about the conceptual framework Soviet 
communitarianism offers the inlcrdisciplinc "commun
ication.• 

The best way to assess insights (I) - (4) is to 
look at what the Soviet communitarian tradition has 
made of them. And in the present context, it makes 
sense to concentrate on the theory of the mind which 
Soviet communitarians have developed in the light of 
(I) - (4), for it's in the philosophical psychology of 
Soviet communitarianism we find the most radical 
statement of the social constitution of the individual. 
This theory of the mind is based on three theses: 
(A) Activity - that is, social forms of mlltcrial activity -
explains (or is the "key concept" in the explanation of) 
the nature and origin of human consciousness. Since 
consciousness is the mark of our humanity, "we 
become human through labour" (as Lcont'cv put it); 

(B) 111c higher mental functions arc social in nature 
and origin. The individual mind lives its life in a social 
medium: mind is (IO adopt a coinage of Michael 
Cole's) "in society"; 

, (C) The higher mental functions arc internalised forms 
of social activity (Vygotsky's "General Genetic Law of 
'cultural Development"). 

According 10 Soviet communitarians, 10 under
stand these theses correctly is lO arrive at an under
standing of the essence of the human individual as (in 
Marx's words) "the ensemble of social relations.• 

Our task, then, is to find the right way of reading 
theses (A) - (C). I want lO approach by considering an 
objection which purports lO show that, since there can 
be no theoretically satisfactory way of interpreting (A) 
- (C), the basis of the communitarian theory of the 
mind is completely misconceived. As this objection 
might come from a number of different philosophers, 
I'll refer lO the objector simply as "the enemy." 

The enemy argues that there arc two, and only 
two, ways of reading theses (A) - (C). While first read
ing makes these theses so weak that they become phi
losophically insignificant, the second makes them so 
strong that they arc false 10 the point of unintelligibil
ity. Take, for example, (A) and (B). On the weak read
ing, says the enemy, (A) and (B) claim that material 
activity and social interaction arc empirical pre
conditions of our mental lives. Thal is, explanations of 
how we acquire menlal states and of how our intellec
tual capacities and personalities develop must make 
reference to our active engagement with our surround
ings and with other individuals. Bui, says the enemy, 
this is an utterly uncontroversial claim! Of course, 10 
acquire mental states and lO develop our minds we 
have lo interact with the world and with others, but no 
one, whatever their philosophical colours, ever denied 
this. And something which no philosopher ever denied 
can scarcely be of vast methodological significance for 
philosophy! 

Okay, the enemy continues, since this weak 
reading of (A) and (B) is so hopeless, how else might 
Soviet communitarians intend these theses lO be under
stood. Well, in the case of (A), Soviet communitarians 
sometimes appear lo be advancing the strong thesis that 
material activity is literally constitutive of the mental. 
This is a philosophically interesting thesis which, if 
true, would make it the case that talk about activity was 
essential to the explanation of the mental. However, 
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says the enemy, such a thesis could not possibly be true 
for the following reason. The mental has all kinds of 
interesting properties: mental phenomena arc capable 
of having a certain pheno1111!nology (experiences "feel" 
or "seem" a certain way); some mental sta!CS have 
"intentionality," that is, they arc directed toward acer
tain content or 1111!aning; we each have a special 
acquaintance with the conlCnlS of our minds which oth
ers do not share, and so on. Once we rcllcct on these 
qualities of the mental it is obvious that no amount of 
talk about material doings, about transforming nature, 
could ever explain the possibility of mental 
phenomena: We can' I get pheno1111!nology out of 
labour. 

Likewise, in the case of (B), Soviet communi
tarians could be taken to be making the strong claim 
that the higher mental functions arc literally "not in the 
head," that the mind is, in some radical sense, consti
tuted in public space. Once again, however, the enemy 
will say that this thesis is at best only metaphorically 
true. If we take it literally, in so far as it is comprehen
sible at all, it is false. 

So the objection to (A) and (B) appears as a 
dilemma. They are either true, but (philosophically) 
trivial, or false. Either way they're theoretically ban
krupt 

It might be thought that Soviet communitarians 
can rescue both (A) and (B) by appeal to the idea of 
"internalisation" in thesis (C). Can't they respond like 
this? When we say the mind is a social phenomenon 
and is explained by activity, what we mean is that the 
higher mental functions must be understood as inter
nalised forms of social activity. On such a view, the 
process of appropriation of socially significant forms of 
activity in which the child's mind is formed is a pro
cess in which these social activities arc translated from 
the interpsychological plane onto the intrapsychologi
cal plane, where they reemerge, in restructured form, 
as the child's higher mental functions. Thus, (A) and 
(B) need not be taken as implying that mental functions 
are .lilerally localed in society, or actually conslituicd 
by material activity. Rather, what we're claiming is 
only that, in the explanation of the nature and origin of 
consciousness the direction of the explanation runs 
from the social to the individual: we explain intrap
sychological phenomena in lerms of inte,psychological 
phenomena, and not vice versa. 

However, the problem with this response is that 
it invites the same attack as (A) and (B). The enemy 
will argue that, as a theory of the origin of the mental, 
the internalisation thesis is ambiguous between two 
readings. Soviet comm unitarians may be claiming that 
the child's intellect only develops if he or she engages 
in certain forms of activity (the child only, say, will 
learn to count if drilled in certain practices). This, how
ever, is true but trivial: of course the child's mind 
doesn't somehow develop spontaneously! Alterna
tively, communitarians may be saying that the child's 
mind is somehow created by the process of internalisa
tion. (They do claim just this incidentally.) But that 
surely cannot be true! For, the child could not even 
begin to internalise anything if it were not already 
conscious: you can 'l explain the very possibility of the 
intrapsychological by appeal to the inte,psychological 
because there can be no intc,psychological relations 
unless the intrapsychological already cxislS. 

Thus, all three thesis seem open to the objection 
that they arc either trivially true, or false. Either way, 
it's a disaster for communitarianism. To answer the 
objection, then, we must find some way of understand
ing the communitarian's position which restores iis 
theoretical credibility. 

Lest it be thought that I'm discussing Soviet 
communitarianism in a historical vacuum, Jct me say 
that the objection I've raised from this unspecified 
"enemy" has considerable historical actuality. It might 
be put, not only by some of my colleagues in Oxford, 
but also by contemporary Soviet thinkers who arc 
suspicious of the communitarian tradition. For, while 
the Marxist pedigree of insighlS (1) • (4) and theses (A) 
- (C) makes it almost mandatory for Soviet theorislS to 
accept them under some in~rctation, many will 
endorse them only under the weakest possible interpre
tation. Consequently, there is a rift in the Soviet philo
sophy and psychology between those who commit 
themselves only to the weak reading of (A) - (C), and 
those who argue for something stronger and who vehe
mently resent the reduction of what they take to be the 
central theses of Marxist psychology lo a collection of 
truisms. So, our dilemma rcllcclS a real division in the 
world of Soviet theory. 

In what follows I want to try to defend Soviet 
communitarianism from this objection. I want to show 
that a theoretically intense interpretation of iis doc
trines is the correct one. In so doing, I'll be drawing in 
particular on Dycnkov's ideas, though in many places 
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I'll be reconstructing and extrapolating from 
llyenkov's position ralher lhan simply reporting it 

The lnBuence or the Cartesian Conception or the 
Self 

llycnkov would have insisted lhat we first diag
nose lhe source of lhc problem. Why is it someone 
might feel lhat, at best, (A) • (C) express only trivial 
trulhs of no concern to philosophy? I believe • and I 
think llyenkov would agree • Iha! lhis feeling is caused 
by lhc dominance in our philosophical culture of a par
ticular conception of lhc self. This conception, which 
was introduced principally by Descartes, has had an 
enduring and pervasive influence on philosophy. It 
dominates lhc lhought of lhe Enlightenment (especially 
lhe. empiricism of Locke and Hume, and lhc rational
ism of Kant) and slill continues to hypnotize Ll,c 
Anglo-American tradition of "analytic" philosophy. 

At lhe heart of Cartcsianism is an idea we 
encountered in lhe attack on lhe lhesis lhat activity 
explains consciousness. The Cancsian stresses lhat lhc 
mental has properties fundamentally different from lhc 
kinds of properties physical lhings can have. Examples 
of such properties are: meaning or content, 
phenomenological properties (feelings, seemings, 
pains), subjectivity, undubitability ... Descartes himself 
introduces lhc idea of a special kind of "mind stuff," a 
non-extended substance, which is lhc substratum of all 
lhcse properties. But lhc idea of lhc mind as a special 
substance is not, I believe, lhe determining characteris
tic of Cartcsianism. 

The basic image at lhc heart of lhc Cartesian 
conception is (to use Rorty's favourite mcLaphor) lhc 
picture of lhe mind as a great mirror containing various 
representations. Onto the glass of lhc mind images of 
the extcmal world are cast In the Cartesian tradition 
these images are called ideas. The self, or lhc "sub
ject" of consciousness is presented as located, as it 
were, behind lhe mirror, surveying lhe representations 
which it presents to him. (Imagine lhat lhe images 
appear somehow on lhe back of lhc mirror). 

The Cartesian position is a form of dualism. The 
dualism has two dimensions. The first is lhe dualism of 
mind and body, lhe dualism which generates lhe meta
physical problem of lhc correlation of mental and phy
sical states and lhe question of how there can be 
interaction between the two. The second is lhe dualism 
of image and object, which creates lhe epistemological 

problems of how our ideas can be like lhc objects lhcy 
supposedly represent and whclhcr we can know reality 
as it is. 

The dualism is not so much a dualism of two 
P,arts of a person, his mind and his body, but a dualism 
of two worlds. The first is lhe "object world" of 
material bodies in space, lhe external world "out 
there." The second is lhe "inner" world of the subject, 
or self, surveying his ideas from behind the mirror. For 
our purposes, what is crucial is lhe way in which Car
tesianism portrays the world of the subject The Carte
sian self has lhree principal characteristics: it is self• 
contained, self-sufficient, and ready-made. 

The idea that the self is self-contained follows 
from the Cancsian 's allegiance to two tenets. First, the 
Cartesian holds that the self is incapable of direct con
tact with material things. The self can only be aware of 
objects indireclly, in so far as those objects are 
presented to it in ideas. Objects in their brute physical
ity arc "indigestible" to minds. This is because lhe 
Cartesian represents the external world in itself as 
devoid of meaning, and minds are only capable of 
dealing dircclly with meaningful entities. Mental 
objects, according to the Cartesian, are intrinsically 
representational phenomena • they present the world 
as being a certain way • and are lhus fit to play lhe role 
of the immediate objects of lhought So, for the Carte
sian, an object can be present to lhc self only if it is 
translated into an idea. Second, the Cartesian holds that 
ideas arc private, each selrs ideas arc revealed 
directly only to it. It follows from these two tenets 
(which arc bolh based on plausible intuitions) that the 
Cartesian self is acquainted wilh the material world 
only via its ideas and only it is dircclly acquainted wilh 
those ideas. Thus, each Cartesian self lives in an 
entirely self-contained world. It is as if we each inhabit 
our own private picture show. 

In its self-contained mental world the Cartesian 
self is entirely self-sufficient: each self is essentially 
independent of all olhcrs. For, since nothing (including 
no other self) can affect the Cartesian self except by 
becoming an object of its lhought, its capacity to think 
must be somclhing ii possesses prior to and indepcn
dcnlly of its interaction with other selves. Its self. 
sufficiency encourages us to think that lhe Cartesian 
self comes ready-made to think. The capacity to lhink 
is, for the Cartesian, something which a being cilher 
has or lacks, it is not a capacity a being may develop. 
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We are now in a pos111on lo see how the 
Cartesian's extremely individualistic picture reduces 
theses (A) • (C) lo banalities. First, the scJf. 
conlainmcnl of the Cartesian self grants the concept of 
malCrial activity no place in the explanation of the 
nature and origin of consciousness. The Cartesian self 
inhabits a world in which material activity is impossi
ble, for thought is conslrucd as a relation between the 
self and mental entities, ideas, which arc not possible 
objects of material activity. The Cartesian self is a con
templating rather than an acting being. And in so far 
as il does acl, it acts mentally, for material activity is 
confined lO a space beyond the frontiers of the mind. 
Second, the combined properties of sclf-conlainmcnl 
and self-sufficiency accord no role lo other people, or 
lo the social world in general, in the explanation of 
either the capacity lO think or the constitution of our 
thoughts. On the Cartesian picture, there can be no sub
stantive sense in which our minds arc localed in a pub• 
lie space, or in which our mental functions arc derived 
from interaction with others. And third, if we must 
think of the self as an entity ready-made lO think, then 
internalisation cannot be the process of the geru,sis of 
consciousness, as the coming-into-being of tlic mind. 
The Cartesian conception thus rules oul the possibility 
of strong readings of the claims of Soviet comm unitari
anism. By so doing, the Cartesian relegates material 
activity and social interaction lo the status of mere 
"external conditions" of consciousness, and, as such, 
they play a role of Jillie interest lO the philosopher. Of 
course, the Cartesian will say, human beings do, as a 
matter of fact, acquire mental stales in activity and 
social relations, bul this is a facl about the historical 
antecedents of our thoughts, rather than about the 
nature of the thoughts themselves. 

Thus, the Cartesian picture strongly reinforces 
the objection we've been considering. If h's correct, 
there will indeed be no way of understanding theses 
(A) • (C) which renders them both lruc and philosophi
cally interesting. Carlesianism, then, is the enemy. 

We now know that lO give a philosophically sub
s~lial interpretation of Soviet communilarianism we 
musl jettison the Cartesian conception of the self. On 
the basis of my sketch of Cartesianism you mighl feel 
that lO reject il would be nol difficult. This is nol so. 
When I said earlier that Cartesianism dominates 
Anglo-American philosophy, I did nol mean simply 
thal the majority of analytic philosophers arc Carle• 
sians. Rather, Cartesianism dominates our philosophi
cal culture in thal il dictates the very terms of 

philosophical discourse. The Cartesian framework 
determines the questions philosophers ask, the methods 
will, which llicy address them, and (lO a large degree) 
the answers they give. 

To substantiate this bold claim would require a 
lot of argument Herc however, is an illustration ger
mane lO the present discussion. ll would seem at first 
sight that the obvious alternative lo Cartcsianism is a 
form of psychological reductionism. Simplifying, we 
can say l11a1 reductionist theories come in lwo varieties. 
First, those which aucmpl lo analyse mental stales in 
terms of brain stales, arguing that the mind is jusl the 
-working brain. Call this strategy "physicalism. • 
Second, those which analyse mental stales in terms of 
the overt behaviour of the subject Call this strategy 
"behaviourism." Arc either of these approaches attrac
tive lO the Soviet communitarian? The short answer is 
"No." Soviet comm unitarians notoriously dismiss both 
forms of reductionism as a failure. Bul whal is espe
cially interesting about !lyenkov, Mikhailov and 
Vygotsky is thal they argue lhal reductionism fails 
even lo be an alternative to Cartcsianisml They main
tain ll12t though physicalism and bchaivourism reject 
the Carlcsian's •subslanlialism• (thal is, the idea of the 
mind as a special non-material substance), both 
endorse other malignant aspects of the Cartesian 
framework. They argue lhal physicalism, on the one 
hand, continues lO endorse the Cartesian conception of 
the self: il accepts the idea of the self as a sclf
contained, self-sufficient and ready-made thinker of 
thoughts and tries lO interpret these properties of that 
self as properties of a physical system. Behaviourism, 
on the other hand, accepts the Cartesian 's mechanical 
conception of nature, i.e., of the other half of the 
Cartcsian's dualism, and tries lO explain mental 
processes by principles analogous lO those which 
govern the physical interaction of material objects. 
What is interesting here is not so much the claim that 
reductionist strategics won't work, but the idea that 
reductionism is in fact defined by the position lo which 
it is supposed lO an alterr13livc. Reductionism, as llycn
kov might have said, is dictated by the "logic" of Car
tesianism. 

So, where arc we? First, we know we're looking 
for an alternative to the Cartesian conception of the 
self, and that the standard reductionist alternatives 
won't do. Second, we know that the rejection of Car
tesianism is a very radical project. 1f Cartcsianism docs 
fix the terms of discourse in our philosophical tradition, 
then its rejection may require us to redefine philosophy 
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as a discipline. Furthermore, the consequences of its 
rejection may not be confined to philosophy alone. For 
c,wnplc, it might be argued that the Cancsian concep
tion of the self cxcns a powerful influence on Western 
political and moral thought, that the self-constituting, 
"atomistic" individual of Western liberalism is just the 
Cartesian self under another guise. So dismantling Car
tesianism may demand that we rethink the nature of 
moral and political agency. 

So, with a due sense of the magnitude of our 
task, let's turn to the llycnkovian alternative to Des
cartes. 

llyenkov, the "Ideal," and the Socially Constituted 
Subject 

While the Soviet communilarians often voice 
hostility 10 Canesianism, it is rare to find in their writ
ings a fully fledged arg=nt against it. Such an argu
ment can, however, be extracted from llycnkov's 
works. For llyenkov, the achilles heel of CaJtesianism 
is its account of how it is possible for the world to be 
an object of thought. This is a very esoteric question. 
To put it another way: How is it possible for us 10 

experience and to think about a world which exists 
indcpendenlly of our thought and experience? The 
CaJtesian's answer, as we have seen, is that the objects 
of the "external" world arc given to Ilic mind only via 
mental entities, ideas, which represent them to the 
mind. The reason is that minds can only deal dircclly 
with objects which arc intrinsically meaningful and, for 
the Cartesian, material objects arc devoid of meaning. 
Thus, the world may be only a possible object of 
thought if it is translated into a representational mental 
medium, ideas. 

llycnkov would argue that this CaJtesian theory 
of how the world gets to be an object of thought is a 
disaster. For as soon as one argues that the mind is only 
indirectly aware of external objects in virtue of its 
direct awareness of internal objects {ideas), one cannot 
avoid a catastrophic form of scepticism. This scepti
cism .is not the traditional form of scepticism about the 
external world, i.e., "If we arc only acquainted with the 
external world via ideas, then we can never know 
whether the world is really the way our ideas present it 
as being." It is an altogether more venomous form of 
scepticism. The Cartesian picture leaves us unable 
even to form a conception of what a mind-independent 
object might be like. Conscquenlly, we can't even ask 
the traditional sceptical question of whether we can 

know that our ideas represent the world corrcclly, 
because we cannot even know what it would be for 
there IO exist a mind-independent world for our ideas 
10 represent. I shall not pursue the details of this argu
ment; the crucial point is that what's wrong with Car
tcsianism is its theory of how it is possible for the 
world to be present to the mind. 

Thus, the onus is on Ilyenkov IO provide an alter
native account of how the world becomes a possible 
object of thought. And it is in developing this account 
in his "theory of the ideal" that Ilycnkov's distinctive 
contribution to Soviet philosophy consists. What, then, 
for llyenkov, makes the world a possible object of 
thought? Interestingly, Ilycnkov agrees with his CaJtc
sian opponent that there is a problem about how an 
object with only physical properties can be the kind of 
l11ing which interacts with a mind. And he also agrees 
that this problem derives from the fact that for a mind 
10 experience, or think about, an object, that object 
must have a certain meaning, or rcpresenlational 
significance, i.e., it must be, as it were, present itself to 
the subject as an object of a ccriain kind. However, 
unlike the Canesians, llycnkov denies that the only 
objects that can have rcprcsenlational properties arc 
menial objects, or ideas. He believes that material 
objects themselves can objectively possess the proper
ties necessary to make them directly accessible to 
minds. These properties are themselves not material in 
nature. Ilyenkov calls non-material properties "ideal" 
properties (ideal properties include, for example, as 
well as meaning, the various species of value). 
llyenkov's idea is that if material objects objectively 
possess, as well as their natural (physical) properties, 
ideal properties too, then they would be the kinds of 
things which could be direclly present to the mind. 

How do material objects acquire the ideal 
properties which make them sui1able 
objects of thought and experience? For 
llycnkov, it is this question to which 
activity is the answer: 

It is precisely production (in the broadest sense 
of the term) which transforms the object of nature into 
an object of contemplation and thought. (llycnkov, 
1974, p. 187) 

Thus, on Ilycnkov's picture, objects acquire 
ideal properties in virtue of human activity, through 
their incorporation into social practices. He writes: 
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1dcality' is rather like a stamp impressed 
on the substance of nature by social human 
life activity; it is the form of the function
ing of a physical thing in the process of 
social human life activity. Therefore, all 
things which arc included in the social 
process acquire a new 'form of existence' 
which is in no way pan of their physical 
nature (from which it differs completely); 
an ideal form. (Ilycnkov, 1977, p. 86) 

And it is to this "ideal form," impressed upon 
nature by human activity, to which the objects of the 
natural world owe their status as possible objects of 
thoughL 

How can we begin to make sense of this? Well, 
llyenkov invites us to consider the nature of an artifact 
or created object, say, a pen. The pen is certainly a 
material thing. But, how do we distinguish this thing's 
being a pen from its being a lump of material stuff? To 
put the question another way: What would an account 
of this object in purely physical terms fail to capture? 
llyenkov would say that the object exists as an artifact 
in vinue of a certain social significance or meaning 
with which its physical form has been endowed, and it 
is this fact which would be lost in any purely physical 
description. It is this significance which constitutes the 
object's "ideal form." Where docs it get this 
significance? In the case of a pen the answer seems 
clear: the fact that it has been created for specific pur
poses and ends and that, having been so created, it is 
put to a certain use, or, more generally, that it figures in 
human life-activity in a cer1ain way. One might say, 
with Dyenkov, that social forms of activity have 
become objectified in the form of a thing and have thus 
elevated a lump of brute nature into an object with a 
special sort of meaning. 

Having grasped llycnkov's basic idea in the case 
of artifacts, the next step is to generalise his insight 
llyenkov, like many Manists, stresses that man 
tranSforms nature in activity. But, for him, this 
iransformation must be seen, not just as an alteration in 
the physical form of the natural world, but as the 
wholesale idealisation of it: man transforms nature into 
a qualitatively different kind of environmcnL Through 
social forms of human activity man endows his natural 
environment with an enduring significance and value, 
thus creating a realm of ideal properties and relations. 
!lyenkov presents this rcalm as the entire edifice of the 
instirutions of social life, created and sustained by the 

activities of the communities whose lives those institu
tions direct. Ilycnkov calls this edifice "man's spiritual 
culture," and he means it to include the 10tal structure 
of nonnative demands on activity which objectively 
confront each individual in the community defined by 

. these institutions (including the demands of logic, 
language and morality). It is only against the backdrop 
of such a structurally organised realm of ideal relations 
that particular objects - any objects, and not just the 
ones we create - become endowed with the significance 
which is their ideal form. 

So, for llycnkov, man transforms his natural 
· habitat into one replete with social meanings: man 

creates an idealised cnvironmcnL And it is in this pro
cess of idealisation that the material world becomes a 
possible object of thought and experience. 

Ilycnkov's account of what the world must be 
like to be a possible object of thought becomes less 
obscure when it is complemented by his corresponding 
conception of what it is 10 be a thinking thing. To be a 
creature capable of thought is 10 be able 10 relate 10 the 
world as 10 an object of thoughL Thus, for !lycnkov, to 
be a thinking thing is just 10 be able to inhabit an ideal
ised environment, to be able 10 orientate oneself in a 
habitat which contains, not just physical pushes and 
pulls, but meanings, values, reasons. And to have this 
capacity is, in turn, 10 be able to reproduce the forms of 
activity which endow the world with ideality, to mold 
one's movements to the dictates of the norms which 
constirutc man's spiritual culture. 

The picture then is this. The idealisation of 
nature by human practice transforms the natural world 
into an object of thought, and by participating in those 
practices, the human individual is brought in10 contact 
with reality as an object of ihoughL Each child enters 
the world with the forms of movement constiwtive of 
thought embodied in the environment surrounding him 
or her, and as he or she is led to reproduce those prac
tices so he or she becomes a thinking being, a person. 

If !lycnkov's theory of the ideal is sound, it 
immediately justifies a strong interpretation of lhescs 
(A) - (C). Take {A). On Ilycnkov's account, activity -
the material transformation of nature by man - is not a 
mere empirical precondition of consciousness, but a 
necessary condition for its very possibility. For activity 
explains bolh how the world can be a possible object of 
thought, and how !here can be a creature capable of 
thinking about iL And furlher, on Ilycnkov's position, 
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activity becomes Jilera!Jy constitutive of thought, for 
(1) he conslrues the capacity to think as the capacity to 
act in accordance with the dictates of an enculturised 
environment, and (2) he identifies thinking itself (in its 
primary sense) as a species of activity. "Thinking," he 
writes in Dialectical Logic, "is not the product of an 
action but the action itsclr (Jlycnkov, 1974, p. 25). 
Thus the concept of activity becomes, for Ilyenkov, the 
basic "unit" of analysis of consciousness - the key con
cept in the explanation of its nature and possibility. 

Once we conceive of thought, as Jlycnkov sug
gests, as "a mode of action of tl1e thinking body," then 
it becomes possible 10 sec thought, not as an event in a 
private, inner world of consciousness, but as something 
essentially "on the swface," as something located, as 
Volosinov (1973, p. 26) says, "on the borderline 
between the organism and the outside world." For 
thought, on Jlycnkov's picture, has a life only in an 
environment of socially constituted meanings and its 
content is determined by its place within them. Thus 
Ilyenkov leads us to a strong reading of thesis (B): the 
higher mental functions arc constituted in social space. 
Thought literally is "not in the head." 

Further, Ilycnkov's position accords the idea of 
internalisation a very strong role. For Ilycnkov, the 
capacity to inhabit an idealised environment is not 
something the human individual possesses "by nature." 
We enter the world incapable of the activities which 
constiblte thought, and learn 10 reproduce those activi
ties only in so far as we arc socialised into the practices 
of the community, As we appropriate, or "internalise," 
those practices so we arc transformed from an epistem
ically blind mass of brute matter into a thinking being. 
Thus, on Ilycnkov's picture, inauguration into the 
community's mode of life must indeed be seen as the 
process in which the individual mind is created. 

Ilycnkov offers us a way to resolve the supposed 
ambiguity of claims (A), (B) and (C) in favour of the 
stronger interpretation of all three. And this he 
achieves by ousting the Cartcsian's individualistic pic
ture of the self for a theory which represents the indivi
dual as socially constituted in a very strong sense. For 
this is an individual who acquires the very capacity lo 
think only through inauguration by a community into 
the social practices which constitute "man's spiritual 
culwre," the setting which represents the sole environ-

. mcnt in which a being can express itself in thought, On 
Ilycnkov's theory, the human essence indeed becomes 
the "ensemble of social relations." We have arrived, 

then, at tl1c Soviet communitarians' picblrc of the 
sociaUy constituted individual. 

Conclusion 

·i What arc the consequences of taking Ilycnkov 
seriously? First, the consequences for philosophy, If it 
is correct that the organising principle of our philo
sophical culture is a conception of the self which is 
fatally flawed, then philosophy faces the awesome task 
of completely rethinking its purposes and methods, the 
questions it asks and the answers it gives. Whether or 
not one is attracted 10 the Ilycnkovian alternative 10 
Cancsianism, he, and the other Soviet communitarians, 
do at least give us an idea of what a non-Cartesian 
theory of the mind might be like. The communitarians' 
suggestions for such a theory must be seen not as a 
definitive account of consciousness, but as the opening 
move in a debate. And this debate will proceed, I 
hope, not just within and between Soviet traditions of 
thought, but between Soviet communitarians and those 
clements within our philosophical culture which, 
largely under the influence of Hegel and Wittgenstein, 
have recently begun to articulate deep dissatisfaction 
with the prevailing Cartesian orthodoxy. The time is 
ripe for new and productive dialogue between Soviet 
and Western philosophers, so Jong estranged from one 
another, but now intriguingly sharing a community of 
concerns. 

Second, Jlycnkov's work has important conse
quences for the tradition of Soviet comm unitarianism 
itself. IL sets an agenda for future theoretical research. 
For example, if Ilycnkov is right that the communi
tarian conceptual framework demands that we con
ceive of tl1ough1 primarily as a species of activity, then 
phenomena the Cartesian finds easy to explain sud
denly become problematic. For instance, the Cartesian 
can make excellent sense of the phenomenology of 
consciousness, and of the privileged access we each 
have 10 our own mental states. How can llyenkov, with 
his insistence on the "externality" of thought, account 
for such "subjective" phenomena? llyenkov's work 
itself, I think, offers no direct answer. However, the 
communitarian tradition clearly possesses the resources 
to address this question. It will be the Vygotskian idea 
of internalisation which will bear the explanatory bur
den in any communitarian account of the inner dimen
sion of our mental lives. So, llycnkov's work puts the 
development of a thoroughly non-Cartesian conception 
of internalisation al the top of the theoretical agenda. 
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Finally, we come IC lhc consequences of all !his 
for lhc study of communication. Clearly, llycnkov's 
work deals wilh some of lhe central concepts of com
munication lhcory, His account of the ideal is really a 
lhcory of lhe origin of meaning, and of how our men
tal lives arc mediated by lhe presence in the world of 
socially significant ideal properties. Furtl1cr, his notion 
of an "idealised environment" may cast light on lhc 
idea of a cullure. So llycnkov's work provides a 
framework in which IC reexamine the concepts of 
meaning, mediation and culture. Bul much more 
dramatically, if what llycnkov tries lo do with tl1csc 
concepts succeeds, !hen his work est.ablishcs that lhc 
conceptual framework of Soviet communit.arianism is 
indeed available as an "innovative and distinctive 
model" for lhc study of communication. Significantly, 
!his framework docs nol just make lhc development of 
a new interdisciplinc attractive, it makes il unavoid
able. I've spelled out how llycnkov's position justifies 
a strong intcrprct.ation of tl1cses (A) - (C). ll should be 
obvious, however, that it docs lhc same for lhc lhcorcl
ical insights (!) - (4) with which I introduced Soviet 
communiLarianism. For llycnkov, lhouglll necessarily 
exists in the form of its expression, that expression 
necessarily presupposes a socially-construcicd cullurc 
(i.e., an idealised environment), and entrance into lhc 
culture is a necessary condition of consciousness. And 
it follows from !his lhal lhc study of mind, of culture, 
and of language (in all its diversi1y) arc inlcrnally 
related: that is, it will be impossible IC render any one 
of lhcsc domains intelligible without essential refer
ence IC lhc olhers. But iflhis is so, !hen il won'tjusl be 
a good idea lo combine lhc study of psychology, 
sociology and language, it will be absolu1cly impera
tive IC do so. The development of an inicrdisciplinc 
which seeks to grasp mind, culture and language in 
!heir inicmal relations will be essential if we arc lo 
undersLand the human condition. 
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Dack ground 

MIS, Man in a changing society, st.artcd as a 
research and dcvclopmcnl project financed by tl1e 
National Board of Education in Sweden. Its aim was to 
promo1c research in lhc school by lhc pupils lhem
sclvcs, using historical source malcrial, especially lhc 
parish records (which in Sweden are extraordinarily 
abundant and long ranging), and by using computers. 
The idea was to make use of lhc Demographic Dal.a
base of Umco and Haparanda (DDB). 

However, tl1e basic premise of lhc project, lhe 
use of material from DDB, had to be abandoned. For 
technical reasons il was impossible IC get access to lhe 
vast amount of daLa stored in DDB. From lhc horizon 
of the MlS project lhc "large scale computer philoso
phy" turned out IC be a flop. That implied a crisis in 
the projcc~ and forced us to reformulate its aims and 
directions. 

We can summarize lhc idea of lhe project, which 
!hen had to be worked out in more detail, bolh lhcorcti
cally and practically, in lhrcc phases: 
I. Explorative learning 
2. The history of lhc many 
3. Modern techniques 

In order for lhe character of lhc project IC be 
quite clear to lhe reader, we lhink it is necessary to 
explain in some dct.ail its emergence and growlh as an 
offshoot of a social discovery. We will return to Iha! 
point later. Here it suffices to point out lhc close 
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